Uelk’ôm t’u tongmakgol / Welcome to Dongmakgol

Synopsis
A U.S. Navy pilot, Neil Smith, is caught in a mysterious storm of butterflies and crash-lands his
plane while flying over a remote part of Korea. He is found by local villagers who nurse him back
to health. Time stands still in this village called Dongmakgol. They have no knowledge of
modern technology, such as guns and grenades, and no one has any idea of the conflict raging in
the outside world. Meanwhile, not far from the village, a platoon of North Korean and South
Korean soldiers have an encounter, and the ensuing gunfight leaves most of them dead. The
surviving soldiers, three from the North and two from the South, retreat from each side. The
surviving North Korean soldiers, Rhee Soo-hwa (Jeong Jae-yeong), Chang Young-hee (Lim Haryong), and Seo Taik-gi (Ryu Duk-hwan) are found by an odd village girl Yeo-il(Kang Hyejeong) who appears to be mentally challenged. She leads them to the village, where to their
astonishment, they find the two surviving South Korean soldiers Pyo Hyun-chul (Shin Ha-kyun)
and Moon Sang-sang (Seo Jae-kyung) and the U.S. Navy pilot, Smith, already there.
The unexpected encounter causes an armed standoff that lasts for several days. The villagers have
no idea what the stir is about, and wonder why the two sides are standing there pointing those
"sticks" at each other. The confrontation ends only when a soldier holding a grenade is worn by
fatigue and accidentally drops it. Another soldier heroically throws himself onto the grenade, only
to find it a dud. He discards the "dud" over his shoulder in contempt, and it rolls into the village
storehouse and blows up the village's stockpile of corn for the winter. The blast pops the corn into
popcorn, which falls down from the sky in a surrealistic scene. The two groups of Korean soldiers
and Smith now have to face the fact that their quarrel condemned the village to starvation in the
following winter. They help the villagers in the fields to make up for the damage they have
caused, and even work together to kill one of the wild boars that trouble the village. Tensions
between the two groups of Korean soldiers gradually lessen, though members of both sides are
haunted by the memory of terrible things they have experienced during the war.
While this is happening, Allied commanders, who have lost several other planes in the area, are
preparing a rescue team to recover Smith, whom they mistakenly believe has been captured by
enemy units and is being held at a hidden base. The plan: when the rescue team finds and
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recovers Smith, a bomber unit is to fly in and destroy the antiaircraft guns they presume are sited
in the village, which means that the innocent villagers are now in grave peril. The rescue team
drops in by parachute at night, suffering heavy casualties from the rough terrain. They enter the
village, and under the assumption it is a cover for an enemy base, begin roughing up the villagers.
Despite the efforts of the villagers to conceal the Korean soldiers by disguising them as villagers,
a firefight breaks out in which all the members of the rescue team but one are killed and Yeo-il is
fatally wounded by a bullet. The only survivor of the rescue team, the Korean translator, is hit
over the head by Smith and is captured by the villagers. Through the translator, the people in the
village find out about the bombing plan. The North and South Korean soldiers realize there is no
time for Smith to make it back to his base to stop the bombing. The only possible way to save the
village, they decide, is to create a decoy "enemy base" using equipment from the rescue team
parachute drop, so that the bombing unit will attack them instead of the village. Smith is sent
back along with the surviving rescue party member so that he can tell the Americans that there is
nothing in the village to bomb, in case they decide to send more bombers. Meanwhile, the decoy
is successful, and the remaining North and South Korean soldiers die smiling while a barrage of
bombs explode around them. The village is saved, but at the cost of the lives of the former
enemies who had later become friends. (Source: Wikipedia)
The movie is based on the long running play by Jang Jin.
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Director: PARK Kwang-hyun (박광현 / 朴光鉉) (DOB 1969)
Main Cast: JUNG Jae-young (LEE Soo-hwa), SHIN Ha-kyun (PYO Hyun-chul), GANG Hyejeong (Yeo-il)
Release Date: AUG 04 2005
Genre: Dramatic comedy - war
Production: Film It Suda
Executive Producer: KIM Woo-taek, JEONG Tae-sung
Producer: JANG Jin
Screenplay: PARK Kwang-hyun, JANG Jin. Original Story: JANG Jin
Cinematography: CHOI Sang-ho
Editing: CHOI Min-young
Lighting: LEE Man-kyu
Music: Joe HISAISHI
Art Director: JO Jae-seok

Production Budget: US$7.7M (KRW 8 billions) / US$ 5.6M ?
Distribution: Showbox/Mediaplex, Inc.
133 mn, 35mm, Color
Rate: Over 12
Box-office results: 8,008,622 nationwide on 114 screens (1st position on 83, 2nd if we
take into account The King and the Clown released December 29 which made over 12
millions tickets on 2005-2006).
South Korea's official entry for the foreign language film category of the Academy
Awards in 2005
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